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Introductio n n 

Thiss is a history about and by patients. It is about hope, faith and 
disappointmentt about the fears and joys in human existence, about the creation 
off  new lif e and having to face death. It is about those dealing with illness and 
sufferingg and their search for a cure. It tells, at the same time, the story of one 
physician,, the Ghent homoeopath Gustave Van den Bergjie (1837-1902). He 
trustedd unconditionally in the treatment he employed and dedicated his lif e to 
healingg the sick. The experiences of the patients of Van den Berghe with health 
andd illness are explored as well as the ways in which they tried to overcome 
theirr suffering. His casebooks contain the medical stories of pain, misery and, 
att times, the recovery of thousands of afflicted individuals. This study is not 
concernedd with the history of homoeopathy in general or with its development 
inn Belgium. It focuses instead on sufferers who, at one time or another, became 
userss of homoeopathy by consulting a homoeopathic practitioner. Van den 
Berghe,, born in 1837, the decade in which homoeopathy had just emerged in 
Belgiann medicine, would become a dedicated and indefatigable homoeopath 
withh a practice open to every one: young and old, men and women, rich and 
poor.. He died in 1902 and left his house, practice and patient files to his son 
Ferdinand. . 

Vann den Berghe practised medicine in the West-Flemish village of 
Zwevegemm for four years and, then, moved to Ghent in 1869 where he opened 
immediatelyy a practice based on homoeopathic principles. The news of his 
practicee spread easily and it flourished quickly. Patients travelled to Ghent to 
bee treated by this homoeopathic physician from far and wide and even from 
abroad.. Ghent was one of the major industrial cities of Belgium and famous for 
itss textile production. The city's continuing economic growth shaped its 
outlook;; large factories were built accompanied by living districts designated as 
particularr workers' neighbourhoods. The social inequality was striking as the 
contrastt between the affluent and the destitute was enormous. Al l citizens, in 
spitee of financial situation or social class, would be threatened, at one time or 
another,, by sickness, epidemics and other natural disasters such as flooding. 
Diseasee and death lay in wait everywhere and, at times, seemed unconcerned 
aboutt the status of its victims. 

AA Case Study 

Onn 11* January 1899 Mr. Van Caemelbeke wrote to Van den Berghe on behalf 
off  and/or about his thirty-three year old wife, Irma Van Caemelbeke-Wittock. 
Shee had consulted personally the homoeopath on 5th January with birth-related 
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complaints.. She had given birth fifteen weeks previously and was left with a 
defectt and blocked uterus.1 

Monsieurr le docteur, 

Irmaa has followed the medication just like you had prescribed. 
Sincee her return from Ghent the pain is persisting like it did before 
herr departure. It is true that the voyage has tired her and this is, 
withoutt a doubt, why she has had considerable pains and fever, 
althoughh not pronounced, during die first four days. At present the 
feverr is gone. 

She,, above all, senses pains at the side of her womb (and in 
herr womb) and in her left ovary, often in her entire belly. The pain 
hass resumed, in her lungs, kidneys, feet, hands etc. etc. and 
especiallyy joints. Lancet thrusts. Fortunately, she does not suffer 
fromm the head anymore. She eats well and has new good appetite. 
Thesee complications, don't they result from the womb and nerves! 
Whenn the womb is positioned by means of a ring, the pain in the 
ovariess wil l disappear, won't it? 

Irmaa has a rebellious constipation. It is this bad [that she] 
onlyy [uses] cocoa butter suppositories. I have observed immediately 
thatt when she is having chicory salad, her motion is more regular. 
Thee opposite is the case when she is deprived of this vegetable. 
Cann she eat apples! Buttermilk? Oranges? Can't she have a bath at 
Liègee - undergo hot water injections - an irrigation! 

Irmaa is expecting her menstruation next week. Can she take 
thee medication you have prescribed in case of a strong menstruation 
likee the last time / what should she do? 
Sincerely y 

Mr.. Van Caemelbeke 
Avelghem,, 11/1 '99* 

Madamee Van Caemelbeke did not live in Ghent but in Avelgem some fifty 
kilometress away. Her husband informed Van den Berghe about her condition 
betweenn consultations, her next visit was on 13th January 1899. Such written 
consultationss were not uncommon.3 A husband, in this case, could be truly 

11 Letter by Mr. Van Caemelbeke to Gustave Van den Berghe, dated 11 January 1899. 
Casebookk 17 (1898-1901): p. 44. See Appendix 1. 'matrice déviér et engorgée'. 
22 Ibidem. See Appendix 1. 
33 Q. Chapter 2. 
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concernedd about his wife's state of health and actively participated in her 
becomingg well again, by playing a mediating role. Moreover, possible paths 
thatt  may lead to recovery, the deployment of a uterus ring, irrigatio n or  a water 
cure,, are considered. 

Afterr  Irma' s second consultation another  letter  about her  state of health, 
againn writte n by her  husband, followed. She was unable to continue her 
consultationss because her  husband could not accompany her  on the journey. 
Whyy was Irma' s need for a personal consultation overruled by her  husband's 
unavailability ?? Was she conditionally unable or  unwillin g to travel alone, or 
wass a woman perhaps not supposed to travel by herself according to the 
standardss of the time? Sharing the intimacy of her  female body with her 
husband,, however, was not forbidden territory . He offers a detailed report on 
thee composition of her  menstrual blood and on the contents of her  vagina, 
basedd on personal observation: 

Thee menses has not been abundant / lasted three days without 
whites;;  black blood like before. You will remember mat five weeks 
agoo it was plentiful . 
[...] ] 
Itt  is perhaps good to let you know that a particular  odour  comes 
fromm the vagina, which I cannot define.4 

ThisThis second letter  seems to have been the last Van den Berghe received from the 
Vann Caemelbeke's, nor  would they ever  return to his practice. This case study 
illuminatess the potential research fields of patients' history. It provides 
informatio nn on the medical conditions suffered. It reveals that being il l or  the 
perceptionn of being il l was, besides being a personal matter, defined and 
mediatedd by people other  than the actual sufferer. Furthermore, it shows 
featuress of gender  relations and, perhaps, of authority . The writte n 
consultationss of the Van Caemelbeke's shed light on the relationship between 
patientt  mediator  and physician. Van den Berghe was asked for  permission for 
thee use of particular  foods or  drinks. Yet, his methods were more or  less 
questionedd at the same time, should not another  treatment for the uterus 
resolvee the problem? Finally, the possible treatments and options for  healing 
peoplee felt they had are iUuminated. This homoeopath and his treatment was 
onlyy one of a number  of opportunities to recover such as hydrotherapy or 
orthodoxx procedures. 

**  Second letter  by Mr . Van Caemelbeke to Gustave Van den Berghe, not dated. Casebook 17 
(1898-1901)::  p. 44. See Appendix 1.11 est peut-être bon de vous rappeler  qu'ü sort du vagin 
unee odeur  particulier e que je ne puis definir. ' 
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TheThe Social Construction of Illness 

Thee recent interest in the illness-experience of past sufferers has led to changing 
researchh questions and, hence, different methods of inquiry and use of sources.5 

Thee shift from 'medical history' to the "social history of medicine' has enforced 
aa considerable alteration in approaching the medical past The limitations of 
traditionall  research into medicine from the perspective of professional 
dominance,, the great developments, innovations and physicians have been 
brokenn to examine medical daily life. The experiences of ordinary people with 
health,, illness and healing have become a major topic of interest alongside the 
studyy of the general processes of medicalisation of society and medical 
professionalisation. . 

AA distinctive element in the social history of medicine as in the history of 
science,, for example, is the notion that health and illness are not fixed and 
isolatedd phenomena but expressions of social, cultural and historical 
circumstances.. Knowledge and perceptions of illness, health and healing are, to 
aa certain extent, social-cultural constructions and the response to health 
problemss is prompted by this social-cultural context6 Illness is not a purely 
natural,, objectively identifiable reality. Illness, instead of being a merely 
absolutee biological fact is partially a social-cultural construct and, accordingly, 
shouldd be considered and studied as 'an individual condition which must be 
understoodd in terms of the relationship to the medical system (doctors and 
medicall  science) and also in terms of the relationship to other individuals 
(familyy members, friends, etc.) and to society at large'.7 The constructivist 

55 The historian Roy Porter  overwhelmingly inspired this shift. Cf. Roy Porter, The Patient's 
View.. Doing Medical History from Below', Theory and Society 14 (1985), 167-174. 
66 Jens Lachmund and Gunnar  Stollberg (eds.), 77K  Social Construction of Illness. Illness and 
MedicalMedical Knowledge in Past and Present (Stuttgart Franz Steiner, 1992); Marijk e Gijswijt -
Hofstra,, 'Inleiding' , in: Willem de Blecourt, Willem Frijhof f and Marijk e Gijswijt-Hofstr a 
(eds.),, Grenzen van genezing. Gezondheid, ziekte en genezing in Nederland, zestiende tot begin 
twintigstetwintigste eeuw (Hüversum: Verloren, 1993), 9-16, q.v. 9-10; Ludmill a Jordanova, The Social 
Constructionn of Medical Knowledge', Social History of Medicine 8 (1995), 361-381; David 
Harley,, 'Rhetoric and the Social Construction of Sickness and Healing', Social History of 
MedicineMedicine 12 (1999), 407-435. The idea of illness as a social construction is also apparent in 
olderr  anthropological studies: Arthu r  Weinman, Patients and Healers in the Context of Culture. 
AnAn Exploration of the Borderland Between Anthropology, Medicine and Psychiatry (Berkeley etc.: 
Arthu rr  University of Californi a Press, 1980); Margaret Lock and Deborah Gordon (eds.), 
BiomedicineBiomedicine Examined (Dordrecht Boston and London: Kluwer, 1988); Cecil G. Helman, 
Culture,Culture, Health and Illness. An Introduction for Health Professionals (London etc: Wright ; 2s ed., 
1990). . 
77 Robert Jutte, 'The Social Construction of Illness in the Early Modern Period', in: Lachmund 
andd Stollberg (eds.), The Social Construction of Illness, 23-38, q.v. 23. Jutte only refers to doctors 
andd medical science, whereas all types of other  healing methods and non-licensed 
practitionerss were present also in the medical system. 
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perspectivee in this study presents the perceptions, attitudes, behaviour and 
responsess of the patients in relation to their social settings.8 

Obviously,, patients did turn to Van den Berghe with objectively 
noticeablee deviations. Yet before ever turning to him, they first had to 
concludee that something was wrong, probably they had discussed their 
conditionss with others around them. Perhaps they had read several self-help 
guidess to see if they could recover independently and they had considered or 
appliedd other available options for healing. An important question is how and 
toto what extent social, cultural and economic settings influenced or constructed 
perceptionss of illness and, hence, therapeutic decisions and choices. The main 
issuee is not the diagnosis, but how the illness was labelled, explained, perceived 
andd treated by the sufferers. Tuberculosis, for example, had victims in the best 
off  families by the end of the nineteenth century. The medical profession 
laboriouslyy responded to this epidemic threat, via publications and the demand 
forr governmental regulations. Van den Berghe's patients appeared rather 
worriedd about their suffering and that death might occur, but hardly anyone 
explicitlyy used the medical term tuberculosis. Did the disease's social label of 
poverty,, insalubrious surroundings and inner disposition restrain them from 
identifyingg their suffering as caused by consumption?9 

Physicianss too had different ways of interpreting complaints. 
'Allopathic'' (orthodox physicians practising university medicine) and 
homoeopathicc physicians opposed each other in their construction of disease.10 

Thee contrast may be exemplified by the way medication was (and is) 
administered.. 'Allopaths' employed medication mat opposed the symptoms, 
whereass homoeopaths held the basic assumption that 'likes can be cured by 
likes'.. They claimed that a sick person could be cured with medicines mat 
producedd the same illness symptoms in healthy people. Moreover, 
homoeopathss used medication in extremely small dosage. According to 

88 Biologist C Brouwer  labels this the moderate constructivist perspective, as opposed to a 
radicall  constructivist perspective. She defines the difference between the two variants as: 
'Whereass moderate constructivists seek for  explanations within the social context radical 
constructivistss consider  social relations, besides scientific knowledge, as the outcome of 
knowledgee developmenf. Cf. Carolien Brouwer, Anatomische sekse als uitvinding in de botanie. 
HoeHoe stampers tot vrouwelijke en meeldraden tot mannelijke geslachtsorganen werden (Amsterdam, 
Faculteitt  der  Maatschappij- en Gedragswetenschappen, 2004), 18. The Dutch historian 
Huismann has outlined the development of social-constructivism in die history of medicine as 
opposedd to the medical encyclopaedic tradition . Cf. Frank Huisman, 'Medische encyclopedie 
enn sociaal-constructivisme. Twee hoofdstromen in de medische historiografie', Groniek 131 
(1995),, 132-155. 
99 Susan Sontag, Illness as Metaphor and Aids and its Metaphors (New York etc.: AnchoT Books, 
1990),, 38. 
100 The founding father  of homoeopathy Samuel Hahnemann was the first to label university 
medicinee 'allopamy' and especially homoeopaths used this term. NB: although die 
followingg is written in the past tense, the contrast in die construction of disease exists stilL 
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'allopathic'' medicine these dosages were too small to function or to proof 
scientificallyy their effects. Not only did these divergent interpretations and 
claimss regarding the proper treatment of symptoms affect the government's 
sociall  esteem of 'allopathy' and homoeopathy11, they influenced also sufferers' 
therapeuticc choices. 'Allopaths' and homoeopaths were involved constantly in 
disputess about the effectiveness of the therapies they offered and homoeopathic 
physicianss struggled continuously to gain official recognition. They were hence 
preoccupiedd with convincing patients, as quickly as possible, of their rightful 
claimm to be able to cure. In particular because 'allopathic' medicine made 
headwayy on quite a few fronts and thus gained more authority at the end of the 
century.. The distinguishing homoeopathic holistic interpretation of symptoms, 
forr example, claiming that illness is a concurrence of physical symptoms (body), 
personalityy (mind) and circumstances, therefore may have been a motive in Van 
denn Berghe's patients for choosing homoeopathic treatment Moreover, 
homoeopathicc physicians tended to reserve more time per patient and they 
offeredd treatment that, at least, was not too harsh to endure. 

However,, it is generally difficul t to determine whether people consulted 
Vann den Berghe because of his homoeopathic treatment or for completely 
differentt reasons. It is indistinct if patients were consciously consulting a 
homoeopathicc physician or if they knew that Van den Berghe was a 
homoeopath.. Could they become as dedicated to homoeopathy as they could 
becomee dedicated to Van den Berghe himself? Moreover, his patients seemed 
lesss interested in the 'status' of the medical therapies than the results obtained 
byy them. They had tried other options for healing prior to the first consultation, 
usuallyy when they had been il l already for a long period. The notes on other 
treatmentss or healers go no further than stating that the patient had seen a 
practitionerr (praticien), mostly without specifying the therapy or the credentials 
off  the healer. On the other hand, patients remembered the results of these 
treatmentss only too well. Therefore the patients in this study wil l be referred to 
ass patients of a homoeopathic physician, instead of homoeopathic patients or a 
homoeopathicc clientele. The extent of the affinity to homoeopathy needs to be 
assessed.. Furthermore, if they went to consult Van den Berghe most patients 
weree neither steady users of homoeopathy, nor present long-term in his practice 
and,, therefore, cannot be regarded as 'homoeopathic patients'. 

Thiss study evolves along two main lines, the homoeopathic physician's 
clientelee and the individual patient The possible impact of the social-economic 
backgroundd on therapeutic behaviour wil l be analysed by studying the 
clientele.. The influence of prevailing notions of gender differences on the way 
inn which men and women perceived and explained their suffering wil l be 
demonstratedd by studying the individual patient Van den Berghe's casebooks 

""  Cf. Chapter  1. 
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offerr  good representations of lay constructions of illness because, following 
homoeopathicc tradition , it is the sufferers telling their  story rather  than the 
physiciann revealing his observations. As patients' own perceptions received 
extensivee treatment, their  files are extraordinaril y suitable for  elaborating on 
theirr  experiences of health, illness and healing. 

Patients'Patients' History: Patients as Object or Subject of 'Medical-Historical Research 

Patient-orientedd historical research demonstrates rather  divergent standpoints. 
Scholarss regularly debate what patients' history is or  should be, as well as the 
positionn of the historical patient in the research. The patient as a bystander  of, 
forr  example, institutional developments, as an object of academic medicine, 
hygienicc reform or  medical discourse, or  as a historical subject incorporatin g 
thee individual' s personal feelings, perceptions, knowledge and behaviour, may 
bee integrated as an aim of research. The various perspectives employed in the 
fieldd of patients' history link with methodological considerations as well as the 
availabilit yy and contents of the sources. Since Roy Porter's plea for  doing 
medicall  history 'fro m below', i.e. from the patient's point of view, nearly 
twentyy years ago, many scholars in the social history of medicine have 
reassessedd past sufferers.12 Yet there is a difference in the role that historical 
studiess accord to the patient, making them patient-orientated in a broad or 
narrowerr  sense, or  a patient-related or  a patient-specific perspective.13 

Patients''  history should entail and unfold perceptions, expectations, acts, 
andd experiences of illness, health and healing on the part of the patients 
themselves.. Therefore, the patients are the centre of this study, they do not 
figurefigure as the object of Van den Berghe's career  development nor  as a target 
groupp for  the spread of homoeopathy. The nineteenth-century adult sufferers 
aree approached as thinkin g and acting subjects, personally responsible and 
activelyy participatin g in their  own healing process. However, responses to 
illnesss are rooted in their  own time, in their  geographic limitation s and in their 
gender,, social class and religion. Sufferers' behaviour  and perceptions are 
affectedd by individual circumstances and by the conditions of die society in 
whichh they participated. A broader  view on, for  example, the supply side of die 
medicall  market and the conditions in which therapeutic demand is created 
cannott  be ignored or  omitted. 

122 Porter, 'The Patient's View', 167-174. 
133 Wolff employs the terms 'broad and narrow' to depict the type of perspective on patients' 
history.. I prefer  to use the terms 'patient-related' and 'patient-specific'  perspective. Cf. 
Eberhardd Wolff, 'Perspectives on Patients' History: Methodological Considerations on the 
Examplee of Recent German-Speaking Literature' , Canadian Bulletin for Medical History 15 
(1998),, 207-228, q.v. 209; Eberhard Wollf , Terspektiven der  Patientengeschichtsschreibung', 
in::  Norbert Paul and Thomas Schlich (eds.), Medizingeschichte: Aufjgaben, Probleme, 
PerspektivenPerspektiven (Frankfurt ; Main and New York: Campus, 1998), 311-333, q.v. 316. 
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Thiss concept of and approach to patients' history are not exceptional; 
severall  studies have accorded, or attempted to accord, patients or lay sufferers a 
leadingg part. However, so far, early modern patients have been studied most 
oftenn although the interest in nineteenth- and early twentieth-century patients 
iss expanding.14 Their stories are revealed by diaries, autobiographies or letters 
whichh reflect predominantly the experiences of only a limited part of the 
population,, the literate.15 This study of late nineteenth-century patients not 
onlyy fits the new agenda of research into modern patients but also, through a 
physician'ss casebooks, contains information on individuals with various 
educationall  levels and different social backgrounds. Furthermore, as patients 
andd sufferers are still terra incognita in Belgian medical historiography, it 

144 Early modern studies include, for Britain : Roy Porter  (ed.), Patients and Practitioners. Lay-
PerceptionsPerceptions of Medicine in Pre-lndustrial Society (Cambridge etc.: Cambridge University Press, 
1985);;  Lucinda McCray Beier, Sufferers and Healers. The Experience of Illness in Seventeenth-
CenturyCentury England (London and New York Routiedge and Kegan Paul, 1987); Roy Porter  and 
Dorothyy Porter, In Sickness and in Health: the British Experience, 1650-1850 (London: Fourth 
Estate,, 1988); Dorothy Porter  and Roy Porter, Patient's Progress. Doctors and Doctoring in 
Eighteenth-CenturyEighteenth-Century England (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1989). For  Germany: Barbara Duden, 
TheThe Woman Beneath the Skin. A Doctor's Patients in Eighteenth-Century Germany (Cambridge 
etc.::  Harvard University Press, 1991); Robert Jutte, Arzte, Heüer und Patiënten. Medizinischer 
AUtagAUtag in der frühen Neuzeit (Munich: Artemis and Winkler , 1991); Angelica Baum and Brigitt e 
Schrtegg,, '"Cett e faiblesse originelle des nos nerfs". InteUektualitüt und weibliche 
(Constitutionn - Julie Bondelis Krankheitsberichte', in: Helmut Holzhey and Urs Borschung 
(eds.),, Gesundheit und Krankheit im 18. Jahrhundert (Amsterdam and Atlanta: Rodopi, 1994), 5-
18;;  Michael Stolberg, 'A Woman's Hell? Medical Perceptions of Menopause in Pre-lndustrial 
Europe',, Bulletin of the History of Medicine 73 (1999), 408-428; Michael Stolberg, Homo patiens. 
Krankheits-Krankheits- und Korpererfahrung in der Frühen Neuzeit (Köln: Böhlau, 2003). Examples of 
nineteenthh and early twentieth century studies include: Jens Lachmund and Gunnar 
Stollberg,, Patiëntenwetten. Krankheit und Medizin vom spdten 18. bis zum frühen 20. jahrhundert 
imim Spiegel von Autobiographien (Opladen: Leske + Budrich, 1995); Marit a Metz-Becker, Der 
verwalteteverwaltete Kórper. Die Medikalisierung schwangere Frauen in den Gebarhausern des frühen 19. 
JahrhundertsJahrhunderts (Frankfur t and New York: Campus, 1997); Marit a Metz-Becker, TDie Sicht der 
Frauen.. Patientinnen in der  Marburger  Accouchieranstalt urn die Mitt e des 19. 
Jahrhunderts7,, in: Jurgen Schlumbohm etal (eds.), Rituale der Geburt. Eine Kulturgeschkhte 
(München::  Beck, 1998), 192-205; Willem de Blécourt and Cornelie Usbome (eds.). Cultural 
ApproachesApproaches to the History of Medicine. Mediating Medicine in Early Modern and Modern Europe 
(Basingstokee and New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2003). 
155 For  the discussion on written consultations cf. Micheline Louis-Courvoisier  and Severine 
Pilloud,, 'Consulting by Letter  in the Eighteenth Century: Mediating the Patient's View7, in: 
Dee Blécourt and Usborne (eds.), Cultural Approaches, 71-88; Ibidem, Te malade et son 
entouragee au XVÏÏI e siècle: ks mediations dans les consultations épistolaires adressées au 
Dr.. Tissof, Revue Medicate de la Suisse Romande 120 (2000), 939-944; Michael Stolberg '"Mei n 
askulapischess Orakel'"  Patientenbriefe als Quelle einer  Kulhirgeschichte der  Körper- und 
Krankheitserfahrun gg im 18. Jahrhunderf, österreidnsche Zeitschrift fur Gescfachtwissenschaft 7 
(1996),, 385-404. 
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introducess the approaches of the social history of medicine and medical history 

'fromm below'.16 

'Everyonee knows, that the history of science, particularly the history of 

medicine,, is neglected in Belgium in comparison with neighbouring 

countries'.177 Fortunately, this complaint of 1998 is a littl e over-drawn as, for the 

lastt decade or more research has been conducted into the Belgian medical past 

However,, most has been rather traditional, based on sociological research 

strategiess and concentrating on the progress of medical science, the processes of 

thee medicalisation of society and the professionalisation of medical doctors.18 A 

social-culturall  approach of the medical past has been used in studies of the 

sociall  history of disease yet, these studies concentrate predominantly on the 

governmentall  hygienic politics or the perception of the sick nation.19 The 

historicall  human body has been the object in studies regarding the practice of 

abortionn in research regarding sexuality, venereal disease and prostitution, and 

ass an objective of education.20 However, the personal experiences of sick 

166 In contrast with, for example, Germany where the medical past is being studied 
profoundlyy from the perspective of society at large and from the patient's perspective. For a 
surveyy of the historiography, cf. Wolff, Terspectives on Patients' History'. Further specific 
analysiss on the historiography of the Belgian history of medicine wil l be found in later 
chapters. . 
177 Karel Velle, Tour une histoire sociale et culturelle de la médecine', Sartonia 11 (1998), 157-
191,, 172 Tout Ie monde sait que fhistoire de la science, et en particulier l'histoire de la 
médecine,, est negligee en Belgique, en comparaison avec les pays voisins'. 
188 E.g. Rita Schepers, De Orde van geneesheren in historisch perspectief, de evolutie in de 
19ee eeuw7, BTNG/RBHC16 (1985), 131-162; Rita Schepers, De opkomst van het medisch beroep in 
België.België. De evolutie van de wetgeving en de beroepsorganisaties in de 19e eeuw (Amsterdam etc.: 
Rodopi,, 1989); Carl Havelange, les figures de la guérison (XVTlfe-XIX c siècles). Une histoire 
socialesociale et culturelle de professions medicates au pays de Uège (Liège: Bibhbthèque de la Faculté de 
Phüosophiee et Lettres de rUniversité de Liège, 1990); Karel Veile, De nieuwe biechtvaders. De 
socialesociale geschiedenis van de arts in België (Leuven: Kritak, 1991); Rita Schepers, 'The Belgian 
medicall  profession and the sickness funds: the collectivization of health care (1900-1945)', in: 
Hanss Binneveld and Rudolf Dekker (eds.), Curing and insuring. Essays on illness in past times: 
thethe Netherlands, Belgium, England and Italy, 16th-20th centuries (Hilversum: Verloren, 1993), 
151-168;; Mark dHoker and Jan Tolleneer (eds.). Het vergeten lichaam. Geschiedenis van de 
lichamelijkelichamelijke opvoeding in België en Nederland (Louvain and Apeldoorn: Garant, 1995); R.M.J. 
Schepers,, 'Een wereld van belangen. Artsen en de ontwikkeling van de openbare 
gezondheidszorg',, in: Liesbeih Nys et al (eds.). De zieke natie. Over de medicalisering van de 
samenlevingsamenleving 1860-1914 (Groningen: Historische Uitgeverij, 2002), 200-218. 
199 Nys et aL (eds.), De zieke natie; Liesbeth Nys, 'De ruiters van de Apocalyps. "Alcoholisme, 
tuberculose,, syfilis" en degeneratie in medisch België, circa 1870-1940', Tijdschrift voor 
GeschiedenisGeschiedenis 115 (2002), 26-46; Karel Veile, 'België in de negentiende eeuw. Gevolgen van de 
blauwee dood', Geschiedenis der Geneeskunde 5 (1997), 95-105; Christine Bruyère, 'Organisatie 
vann de tuberculosebestrijding in de regio Brussel voor 1914', Geschiedenis der Geneeskunde 4 
(1996),, 28-35. Cf. Patricia van den Eeckhout and Peter Scholliers, 'Social History in Belgium: 
Oldd Habits and New Perspectives', TvSG 23 (1997), 147-181, q.v., 158, footnote 39. 
200 For abortion etc. see for example: Karen Celis, 'Socialisme en seksuele fraude. De houding 
vann de Belgische socialisten tegenover abortus en anticonceptie', in: Denise De Weerdt (ed.), 
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peoplee in the past, their attitudes and behaviour towards health and illness and 

layy medical knowledge have hardly been the focus of research. The il l or the 

healthyy have been studied as objects of regulation and education, instead of as 

subjectss dealing with their bodies on a daily basis. Moreover, current medical-

historicall  research in Belgium predominantly reflects developments in orthodox 

medicall  science, only touching indirectly on the alternatives, such as 

homoeopathy,, for medical care.21 

Userss of homoeopathy, whether as patients of licensed and unlicensed 

practitionerss or as their own doctors using homoeopathic home remedies, have 

graduallyy come to the attention of patients7 history but not yet in Belgium. 

Somee studies, which at first sight seem to fit the aim of patients' history from 

below,, prove to use a very broad patients' approach, merely to exemplify the 

progresss of homoeopathic practice.22 This ambiguity also speaks from a recent 

volumee of essays entitled Patients in the History of Homoeopathy.& Does it 
concernn patients as users of homoeopathy or is it rather a history of 

BegeerteBegeerte heeft ons aangeraakt. Socialisten, sekse en seksualiteit (Ghent Provinciebestuur van Oost-
Vlaanderen,, 1999), 181-203; Karen Celis, 'Abortus in België 1880-1940', BTNC/RBHC 26 
(1996),, 201-240. Cf. Ria Christens, 'Verkend verleden. Een kritisch overzicht van de 
vrouwengeschiedeniss 19^-20̂  eeuw in België', BTNC/RBHC 27 (1997), 5-37, q.v. 20-21. 
Studiess regarding sexuality, venereal disease and prostitution include: Liesbeth Nys, 'De 
grotee school van de natie. Legerartsen over drankmisbruik en geslachtsziekten in het 
Belgischh fcger (circa 1850-1950), BMGN 115 (2000), 392-425; Kathlijn Pittomvüs, 'Tussen 
repressiee en permissiviteit Socialisme, socialisten, prostitutie en geslachtsziekten (einde 19e 
eeuw-1997)',, in: De Weerdt (ed.), Begeerte heeft ons aangeraakt, 209-235; Bert De Wilde, 'Seks 
opp en naast de werkvloer. De seksualiteitsbeleving van arbeiders en de houding van de 
vakbeweging',, in: Ibidem, 145-178; Marie-Sylvie Dupont-Bouchat 'Verdraagzaamheid en 
repressie.. Fascinatie en weerzin. Elkaar dwarsende blikken op de prostitutie in België (15de-
20stee eeuw)', in: L. De Mecheleer, K. Devolder and C. Pousseur (eds.), Van badhuis tot 
eroscentrum.eroscentrum. Prostitutie en vrouwenhandel van de Middeleeuwen tot heden (Brussels: Algemeen 
Rijksarchief,, 1995), 51-87; Petra Rebmann, 'Syfilis 1834-1850: de geboorte van een epidemie', 
BTNG/RBHCBTNG/RBHC 22 (1991), 569-623; Karel Veile, 'De syfüiskwestie in België in de 19de en het 
beginn van de 20ste eeuw', Tijdschrift voor Sociale Wetenschappen 32 (1987), 331-363. For health 
eductionn see: Karel Veile, 'De schoolgeneeskunde in België (1850-1940)', Geschiedenis der 
GeneeskundeGeneeskunde 5 (1998), 354-366; d'Hoker and Tolleneer (eds.), Het vergeten lichaam; Mark 
d'Hoker,, Roland Renson and Jan Tolleneer (eds.), Voor lichaam en geest. Katholieken, 
lichamelijkelichamelijke opvoeding en sport in de 19* en 20s" eeuw (Louvain: Universitaire Pers Leuven, 
1994);; Karel Veile, 'Gezondheidsopvoeding in België in de negentiende eeuw', Spiegel 
HistoriaelHistoriael (1982), 618-625. Cf. Van den Eeckhout and SchoUiers, 'Social History in Belgium', 
147-181,, q.v. 169-171. 
211 For terminological considerations of orthodox medicine and medical alternatives to 
orthodoxx medicine see Chapter 3,88-89. 
222 E.g. Reinhard Hickmann, 'Die Volkmannin (1796-1863) - Neun Jahre in Behandlung beim 
Begründerr der Homöopathie', in: Martin Dinges (ed.), Homeopathie. Patiënten, HeÜkundige, 
InstituHonen.InstituHonen. Von den Anjangen bis heute (Heidelberg: Haug Verlag 1996), 45-67. Reinhard 
Hickman,, Das psorische Leiden der Antonie Volkmann. Edition und Kommentar aus Hahnemanns 
KrankenjournalenKrankenjournalen von 1819-1831. (Heidelberg Haug Verlag, 19%). 
233 Martin Dinges (ed.), Patients in the History of Homoeopathy (Sheffield: EAHMH, 2002). 
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homoeopathyy portrayed by an occasional patient's performance? Some 
contributions,, for example, are classified in the section on patients in Samuel 
Hahnemann'ss practice, whereas the real issue is not so much the experiences of 
thee patients of the founding father of homoeopathy, but the ways in which 
Hahnemannn managed his practice and clientele.24 Again, the issue is whether 
thee chosen approach and methodology are patient-related and/or patient-
specific. . 

Studiess of patients as part of a homoeopathic clientele, or supporters of 
homoeopathyy spreading homoeopathic principles via lay societies and other 
networks,, represent patient-related research approaches.25 More patient-
specificc studies focus on the context for choosing homoeopathy: the availability 
off  therapies on die medical market and the impact of sufferers' socio-economic 
andd cultural background on decision-making processes.26 The most patient-
specificc approach is when individual patients are studied through personal 
sourcess such as patient letters and other personal documents.27 It is seldom that 

244 E.g. Robert Jutte, "'An d [the money] Accumulates Without Annoyance on the Part of the 
Patientt  in the Doctor's Puree": Samuel Hahnemann and the Question of Fees', in: Dinges 
(ed.),, Patients, 33-51; Kathri n Schreiber, 'Was Hahnemann Driven out of Leipzig? The 
Leipzigg Practice and why Hahnemann Moved to Köthen in 1821: Patient Numbers and 
Polemics',, in: Ibidem, 53-63 
255 E.g. Osamu Hattori , 'Co-operation and Tensions between Homoeopathic Lay Societies and 
Homoeopathicc Doctors: the Homoeopathic Lay Movement in Württemberg During the 
Professkmahsationn of the Medical Profession, 1868-1921', in: Dinges (ed.), Patients, 259-280; 
Bernardd Leary, The Influence of Patients in the Provision of Homoeopathy in Great Britain : 
Nineteenthh and Twentieth Centuries', in: Ibidem, 331-350; Naomi Rogers, The Public Face of 
Homoeopathy::  Politics, the Public and Alternativ e Medicine in die United States, 1900-40', 
in::  Ibidem, 351-371; Arme Taylor  Kirschmatm, 'Struggle for  Survival die American 
Foundationn for  Homoeopathy and the Preservation of Homoeopathy in the United States, 
1920-30',, in: Ibidem, 373-390. Sociological-oriented research also contributes to our 
knowledgee on homoeopathic clienteles; cf. Martin a Günther/Hans Römermarm, 'The 
Homoeopathicc Patient in General Practice: Findings of a Comparative Poll of Patients in 
Conventionall  Medical Practices and Homoeopathic Private and Health Insurance Scheme 
Practices',, in: Dinges (ed.), Patients, 281-299; Lore Fortes/Ipojucan Calixto Fraiz, 
'Homoeopamyy from the Patient's Standpoint an Empirical Study in the City of Curitib a 
(Brasil),, 1998-99', in: Ibidem, 301-316; Gunnar  Stollberg, Tatients and Homoeopathy: an 
Overvieww of Sociological Literature' , in: Ibidem, 317-329. See also: Dorte Staudt, The Role of 
Laymenn in the History of German Homeopathy', in: Robert Jutte, Günther  B. Risse and John 
Woodwardd (eds.), Culture, Knowledge and Healing. Historical Perspectives of Homeopathic 
MedicineMedicine in Europe and North America (Sheffield: EAHMH , 1998), 199-215; Ibidem,'"[... ] den 
Bliekk der  Laien auf das Ganze gerichtet [...]."  Homöopathische Laienorganisationen am 
Endee des 19. und zu Beginn des 20. Jahrhunderts', in: Dinges (ed.). Homeopathie, 86-101. 
266 E.g. Philli p A. Nicholls, 'Class, Status and Gender  Toward a Sociology of the 
Homoeopathicc Patient in Nineteenth-Century Britain' , in: Dinges (ed.), 141-156; Alexander 
Kotok,, Tatients of Russian pre-World War I homeopathy', in: Ibidem, 157-172; Olivier 
Faure,, T êon Vannier's Patients in the 1930s', in: Ibidem, 199-211. 
277 E.g. Michael Stolberg, 'Krarikheüserfahrun g und Arzt-Patienten-Beziehung in Samuel 
Hahnemaimss Patientenkorrespondenz', MedGG 18 (1999), 169-188; Michael Stolberg, 'The 
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aa patient-related, including social context and composition of clientele, and a 
patient-specificc approach, including patients' personal perceptions, 
expectationss and behaviour, are incorporated into one study. Reflections on 
patientss as constituents of a homoeopath's clientele, for example, often are 
hiddenn in the review of the social-economic composition of a patient group, 
omittingomitting the stories of personal grief and suffering or their social 
surroundings.288 This account of Van den Berghe's patients combines both 
perspectives,, providing more in-depth knowledge of the mechanisms of health 
andd illness related experiences, expectations and decisions of those who lived 
moree than a century ago. 

Nineteenth-CenturyNineteenth-Century Sufferers and their Experience of Homoeopathy 

Thee reconstruction of Van den Berghe's patients' perceptions, attitudes and 
behaviourr is based on the analysis of this physician's casebooks. He kept files 
off  the people who consulted him or whom he visited. He noted the contents of 
thee consultations, paying attention to the length, means and, sometimes, the 
resultt of the treatment This source principally served strictly medical 
purposes.. The selection of the facts corresponds to the medical gaze of a 
trainedd physician; social contexts are integrated as long as, in the perception of 
thee treating physician, they have an impact on the illness. This partiality 
and/orr choice of the reported 'reality7 are significant, yet, to this limited extent, 
thee casebooks also can be read partially as a patient's diary, portraying personal 
featuress and circumstances. Moreover, patients' ideas on the origin and nature 
off  the ailments are often registered. Therefore, the eighteen remaining 
casebooks,, containing more than 20,000 patients' files, provide an opportunity 
toto examine ideas, experiences and behaviour in times of physical and/or mental 
adversity.. However, these physician reports could contain an unknown degree 
off  distortion introduced by the physician. 

Althoughh the value of case notes for patients' history has been contested 
att times, they constitute one of the surest sources, besides patients' letters, 

Experiencee of Illness and the Doctor-Patient Relationship in Samuel Hahnemann's Patient 
Correspondence',, in: Dinges (ed.), Patients, 65-84; Marti n Dinges, 'Men's bodies 'explained' 
onn a daily basis in letters from patients to Samuel Hahnemann (1830-35)', in: Ibidem, 85-118. 
Yet;;  the study of tria l records can also yield a patient-specific perspective, e.g. Marijk e 
Gijswijt-Hofstra ,, 'The Haverhoeks and their  Patients: the Popularity of Unqualified 
Homoeopathss in the Netherlands in the Early Twentieth Century', in: Ibidem, 213-235. 
288 Eg. Robert Jutte, 'Samuel Hahnemann's Patientenschaff, in: Dinges (ed.), HomöopaÜüe, 23-
44;;  Michael Vogl, IA  clientèle rural e d'un homéopathe au XIXe siècle (Recherche sur  les 
patientss de Hahnemann a Eilenburg -1801-1803), in: Olivier  Faure (ed.), Praticiens, patients et 
militantsmilitants de Vhomoeopatiae aux XIXe et XXe siècles (1800-1940) (Lyon: Presses Universitaires de 
Lyon,, 1992), 157-174; Ute Fischbach-SabeL 'Hahnemann au travail a Komen en 1830 (d'après 
sonn 34e journal de consultations)', in: Ibidem, 85-102; Walter  Nachtmann, Tes malades face è 
Hahnemannn (d'après leur  correspondence, juin-octobre 1832)', in: Ibidem, 139-153. 
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diariess and autobiographies, for enhancing the knowledge and understanding 
off  historical experiences of illness and die body.29 Casebooks provide more 
thann insights into medical practice; they also reveal the day-to-day personal life 
off  the patients involved.30 Van den Berghe did not intend that his manuscript 
notess would be published. Therefore, the filter effects of the medical gaze, 
introducedd when publishing for colleagues or for a medically interested wider 
public,, are not present31 

Vann den Berghe's casebooks contain French-language notes, regardless 
off  the mother tongue of the patients many of whom spoke Dutch. Although he 
wass the judge of what was worth noting on proper treatment, the linguistic 
usagee in the casebooks is far from solely medical; patients' own terms and 
descriptionss of their suffering were noted as well. Each consultation and, 
hence,, written report started with the patient's perception of the illness and its 
possiblee causes in the view of the sufferer. Thereafter, Van den Berghe added 
hiss theoretical findings to the anamnesis, sometimes supplemented with a 
physicall  examination. However, the physician's medical gaze was already 
working,, for example, in his systematic selection of what he found worth 
writingg down. The illness was a real experience for the patient but the physical 
and/orr emotional symptoms were communicated subjectively. The patient's 
usee of language was meant to clarify the nature of the problems; the patient 
neededd the doctor to understand. The doctor then noted part of the sufferer's 
accountt in a casebook, often in the patient's own words, but occasionally 
supplementedd with medical language. Thus, the sufferer communicated the 

299 Jonathan Andrews, 'Case Notes, Case Histories and the Patient's Experience of Insanity at 
Gartnavell  Royal Asylum, Glasgow, in the Nineteenth Century', Social History of Medicine 11 
(1998),, 255-281, q.v. 255. But a few examples of research based on case notes are: Michael 
MacDonald,, Mystical Bedlam. Madness, Anxiety, and Healing in Seventeenth-Century England 
(Cambridgee etc.: Cambridge University Press, 1981); McCray Beier, Sufferers and Healers; 
Duden,, The Woman Beneath the Skin; Harry Oosterhuis, Stepchildren of Nature. Krafft-Ebing, 
Psychiatry,Psychiatry, and the Making of Sexual Identity (Chicago and London: University of Chicago 
Press,, 2000). For patient studies based on homoeopathic case notes see for example: 
Hickman,, Das psorische Leiden, or the critical unabridged editions of Samuel Hahnemann's 
medicall  case studies available in summary on: http: / /wwwigm-bosch.de. 
300 E.g. McCray Beier, Sufferers and Healers; Duden, The Woman Beneath the Skin. This current 
researchh has been inspired especially by Duden's work, albeit that she has based her 
researchh on distinctively different sources. Duden studied printed material a physician's 
casee notes mat had been selected specially for publication by the physician himself. 
311 Notwithstanding the special nature of her printed sources, Duden was partially able to 
disposee the physician's notes of their medical purpose and to bring to the fore the body 
perceptionss of the women he treated. Their body perceptions reflect, to a high degree, the 
visionvision of the physician or, at least; of popularised medical knowledge. Harry Oosterhuis, 
althoughh predominantly focusing on reassessing Krafft-Ebing's influence on the 
constructionn of modern sexual identity, convincingly demonstrated mat case studies offer 
usefull  insight into individual experiences. Moreover, he established how much the patients' 
experiencess influenced the development of modern 'science'. 
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experience,, the doctor deduced the symptoms and events relevant for the 
treatmentt and, hence, subjectivity on the part of the physician was added to the 
story.. Yet, the illness experience remained valid for the patient Although Van 
denn Berghe sifted the information offered, he was aware that what the patient 
hadd told him reflected the individual's experience and was fundamental to the 
perceptionn of the illness. Thus, the case notes do not offer one single objective 
truth,, they reflect the patient's perception, the doctor's medical views and the 
wayss in which both influenced each other.32 The knowledge of the patient and 
hiss physician was shaped and affected by the context of the medical encounter. 

Hence,, which influences played a decisive role in the construction of the 
patients'' files?33 Both the patient and the physician brought their personal 
knowledgee and vocabulary to the medical discourse. Yet, it becomes 
abundantlyy clear that Van den Berghe's purpose was not to convince the patient 
off  his medical expertise, but that he wanted to know the patient's personal 
observations.. His aim, in noting the patient's remarks, was to gain insight into 
thee sufferer's entire being and social circumstances. This was beyond the need 
forr recollection on treatment and progress. However, Van den Berghe, at times, 
wil ll  have influenced the patient's description and ideas of the ailment or body. 
Thee asking of particular questions irrefutably wil l have directed a patient in the 
observationss made, just as a patient sharing particular information wil l have 
influencedd Van den Berghe's medical judgement. 

Thee structure of this study has two approaches. Firstly, the patient as 
partt of a larger entity, a homoeopathic physician's clientele. Who were those 
thatt became Van den Berghe's patients? Secondly, the patient as an individual, 
personallyy dealing with the issues of health, illness and healing. How and why 
didd individuals perceive, explain and experience their suffering, how and why 
didd they respond to instances of illness? Macro- and micro-perspectives are 
used.. From the patients' outer world, the city in which they lived, worked and 
suffered,, including the development of social relations in times of illness and 
optionss for healing available in Ghent, to the inner circle of their personal 
surroundingss and individual experience. The composition of Van den Berghe's 
clientele,, in terms of age, gender, occupation and residence, is contextualised by 
exanüningg Ghent's inhabitants and social-cultural circumstances. Any 
understandingg or interpretation of a patient's expectations and ideas requires 
considerationn of their economic and health-related circumstances. These 
shapedd the understanding and knowledge of the illness, which influenced the 
processs of therapeutic choice and constructed the relations with others about 

322 See the prior methodological discussion on the social construction of illness. 
333 Cf. Martin Dinges, 'Mannlichkeitskonstruktion im medizinischen Diskurs im 1830: Der 
Körperr eines Patiënten von Samuel Hahnemann', in: Jürgen Martschukat (ed.), Geschkhte 
schreibenschreiben nat Foucault (Frankfurt and New York; Campus Verlag, 2002), 99-125, q.v. 99-106. 
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healthh and illness. Therefore, the study starts with the macro-perspective of 
Ghent'ss society at large, continues with the social-cultural profil e of the Ghent 
clientelee and concludes with a micro-history of attitudes towards illness. The 
patients,, at times, wil l be presented as constituents of a clientele but, at others, 
ass individual sufferers. 

Thee first two descriptive chapters are devoted to Van den Berghe and his 
entiree clientele, i.e. patients from Ghent and elsewhere. The first chapter  tells 
howw Van den Berghe became acquainted with and, later, convinced of the 
efficacyy of homoeopathy and describes his effort to promote homoeopathic 
medicine.. He was most willin g to introduce homoeopathy to people of all 
sociall  classes, but his public contributio n to the homoeopathic cause was aimed 
predominantlyy at protecting the therapy from 'abusers', people who employed 
homoeopathyy without strictl y complying with Samuel Hahnemann's rules. The 
social-historicall  aspects of his entire clientele are discussed in the second 
chapter.. The development of the practice, based on the total number  of treated 
patients,, wil l be presented as well as a number  of social features of the clientele 
suchh as age, gender, residency and nationality to provide an overview of 
changess durin g his more than thirt y years of practice. 

Chapterss three to seven are dedicated predominantly to the Ghent 
patients.. Van den Berghe's patients were only a small part of the Ghent 
populationn and the Ghent clientele, moreover, has been sampled. Therefore, it 
iss rather  difficul t to make generalisations. However, the insights gained into an 
extensivee clientele and patients' individual perceptions and experiences, can 
contribut ee distinctively to futur e research. Not in the least because so far 
similarr  studies about 'allopathic' and homoeopathic physicians' clienteles have 
nott  been carried out, neither  in Belgium nor  abroad. 

Vann den Berghe's patients' specific social-cultural and health-related 
circumstancess are explored at two levels. Ghent's general social-cultural 
contextt  offers details on the circumstances of livin g in such a bustling town. 
Whatt  were the social-economic conditions and state of public health in which 
thee citizens lived, loved, raised children and protected themselves from illness 
(Chapterr  3)? Analysis of the composition of the Ghent clientele contributes to a 
moree individual approach to patients' social-cultural circumstances (Chapter  4). 
Whoo were the Ghent patients in terms of age, gender  and marital status, where 
didd they live and how did they earn a living? How many and whom did Van 
denn Berghe treat free of charge? To which social class did they belong, and was 
theree a change in the social composition of Van den Berghe's clientele? Finally, 
thee conditions and complaints of the patients are analysed in detail (Chapter  6). 
Thee illnesses are linked with age, gender  and social-economic background, 
therebyy determining whether  specific diseases were resulting from or 
influencedd by individual circumstances. 
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Responsess to health-problems depend on, for  example, the availabilit y of 
practitioner ss and therapies. Therefore, the options for  healing available in the 
Ghentt  medical market have been considered (Chapter  3).M The offer  of family 
orr  home medicine, licensed and unlicensed practitioners and religious healing 
aree reviewed to show that there was ample choice. The concept of the medical 
market,, a dynamic model of supply and demand of medical services, has 
influencedd much research in the social history of medicine.35 The demand side 
off  the medical marketplace, from the sufferer's point of view, reflects the 
optionss for  medical care, i.e. the availabilit y of healing methods and healers. 
Thee supply side mirror s the specialisation, the popularit y and the competition 
betweenn healers.36 

Inn Anglo-Saxon studies the use of the model of a medical marketplace is 
almostt  solely restricted to research on the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries 
andd based on the claim that the free market only functioned as long as there 
wass no government intervention in the medical world.37 The government 
begann to implement regulations durin g the nineteenth century, thus affecting 
thee liberal character  of the market. Moreover, the growing control of the 
medicall  profession over  health-care services and the progress of medical 
sciencee would have influenced negatively the principl e of free choice. Sufferers 
wouldd no longer  'shop around' in the medical market by the end of the 
nineteenthh century.38 This present survey tests this presumption.39 Would 

344 De BkJcourt defines the medical market from the sufferers' perspective as, to a sick person 
att a certain time and place, available 'options to acquire recovery'. Cf. Willem de Blécourt, 
HetHet Amazonenleger. Irreguliere genezeressen in Nederland 1850-1930 (Amsterdam: Amsterdam 
Universityy Press, 1999), 15,146. Jutte employs yet another term, calling it the health market 
(Gesundheitss Markt), cf. Robert Jutte, Arzte, Heüer und Patiënten. Medizinischer Alltag in der 
frühenfrühen Neuzeit (Munich and Zurich: Artemis&Winkler, 1991). 
355 Cf. McCray Beier, Sufferers and Healers; Dorothy Porter and Roy Porter, Patient's Progress; 
Marijkee Gijswijt-Hofstra, 'Geloven in genezen. Beschouwingen over recent onderzoek', 
VolkskundigVolkskundig Bulletin 17 (1991), 118-142; Gerrit van Vegchel, 'De medische markt en de 
historiografischee heroriëntatie in de medische geschiedschrijving', in: Willem de Bkcourt 
andd Gerrit van Vegchel (eds.), 'De medische markt ,̂ special issue Vocaal 21 (1993), 9-42; 
Willemm de Blécourt Frank Huisman en Henk van der Velden, 'De medische markt in 
Nederland,, 1850-1950', TvSG 25 (1999), 361-382. 
366 Frank Huisman, 'Shaping the Medical Market On the Construction of Quackery and Folk 
Medicinee in Dutch Historiography', Medical History 43 (1999), 359-375, q.v. 361. 
377 E.g. McCray Beier, Sufferers and Healers; Porter and Porter, Patient's Progress; Roy Porter, 
HealthHealth for Sale. Quackery in England 1600-1850 (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 
1989).. Anne Digby has studied the British Medical Market in the nineteenth and (early) 
twentiethh centuries. Cf. Arme Digby, Making a Medical laving. Doctors and Patients in the 
EnglishEnglish Market for Medicine, 1720-1911 (Cambridge etc.; Cambridge University Press, 1994); 
Annee Digby, The Evolution of British General Practice 1850-1948 (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press,, 1999). 
388 Porter and Porter, Patient's Progress, 28; De Blécourt Huisman and Van der Velden, 'De 
medischee markf, 369-370. 
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nineteenth-centuryy Ghent sufferers, in spite of new medical insights, improved 
therapeutics,, a demarcation of the medical profession and strict laws against the 
illegall  practice of medicine, continue to make use of all available therapeutic 
options,, or would their demand for unorthodox and unlicensed medical aid 
comee to an end? As the availability of particular medical services does not 
signifyy its exploitation, the patients themselves wil l disclose which therapies 
andd healers they actually had used before turning to Van den Berghe (Chapter 
3). . 

Onee of the assets of Van den Berghe's inheritance is that his casebooks 
relatee to the illnesses of male and female patients and, hence, offer a possibility 
off  writing patients' history from a gender perspective. Gender history often 
dwellss on the experience of only one of the sexes, narrating on either female or 
malee body perceptions and searching for their concepts of femininity or 
masculinity.400 The perceptions of men and women are seldom compared 
simultaneouslyy to detect common denominators or extreme opposites between 
malee and female patients. This entire study, on several levels, centres around 
thee issue of the relation between illness and gender. Why did Van den Berghe 
attractt more and more women to his practice over time, whereas the number of 
neww male patients gradually diminished (Chapter 4)? Did men and women 
sufferr equally from the same diseases or did mere appear to exist illnesses 
boundd specifically to gender (Chapter 6)? Finally, did men and women 
experiencee and, thus, explain and deal with their afflictions differently and, if 
so,, why (Chapter 7)? It wil l be demonstrated that where patients suffered sex-
relatedd conditions, men and women could be concerned equally with their il l 
health,, yet, dealt with and experienced their diseased bodies differently. 

Patients'' personal dealings with illness also wil l be reconstructed by 
exanuningg the attitudes adopted towards others in their surroundings in facing 
healthh problems; family, friends, but also healers. Research questions in most 
patient-orientedd studies on patients' social relations are related predominantly 
toto their contact with people in the medical field and barely go beyond an 
interestt in the relations between the doctor and the patient.41 This study 
demonstratess that disease could lead also to altering personal relations on a 
moree private level, for instance, within the family. Illness was a family affair, 
influencingg and interfering with daily lif e (Chapter 5). The average nineteenth-
centuryy family witnessed the loss of at least one child. Parents, therefore, were 

399 Cf. Chapter 6, paragraph 4. In Het Amazonenleger, Willem de Blécourt has recorded that 
Dutchh government intervention, in the sense of enacting laws benefiting the medical 
profession,, did not terminate the existence and therapeutic offerings of unorthodox, non-
licensedlicensed healers (whom he calls irregulars). 
400 For the historiography of gender and patients' history or women and illness see Chapter 7. 
411 Cf. Wolff, Terspectives on Patients' History', 215. 
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concernedd deeply about their children's health and even the smallest 
complaintss made them employ home remedies and/or call in the help of a 
medicall  practitioner. Whether the sick child was a boy or a girl did not matter 
too the parents taking their children to Van den Berghe.42 

Thee separate discussion on Van den Berghe's child patients serves to 
conceptualisee the impact of illness on the suffering child and on the carers. The 
studyy of entire families gives insight into the process of responses to health 
problemss and, moreover, the course of action considered the best to obtain 
recovery.. Who, for instance, was the primary decision-maker within a family 
and,, additionally, why would these families turn to Van den Berghe? If one 
relativee had been treated successfully, would others soon follow? Would 
'sympathyy for homoeopathy' be passed from parent to child? 

Patientss often had tried all sorts of remedies and healing methods before 
turningg to Van den Berghe. They had experimented with whatever they had 
encounteredd and had been fervent shoppers and consumers of the options in 
thee medical market. Moreover, they did not take into consideration the legal or 
professionall  status of the practitioners (Chapter 3). As other players in the 
medicall  field, apparently, were unable to retain their customers, how did Van 
denn Berghe fare? The behavioural patterns of his Ghent patients and their 
motivation,, if that is what it was, for trying homoeopathy, wil l be examined. 

Howw did his patients behave? How could the relationship between the 
patientt and his homoeopathic physician best be defined? Were the patients 
passivelyy co-operating with whatever Van den Berghe prescribed or demanded, 
orr were they active agents in the medical encounter and, hence, in their own 
healingg process? The examples of the frequency of consultations and length of 
treatmentt and the extent of compliance with Van den Berghe demonstrate that 
hee was not able to persuade most of his patients to a definite and long-lasting 
commitmentt to him or to homoeopathy (Chapter 6). The claim that patient-
powerr had diminished by the end of the nineteenth century wil l be tested by 
thee example of the attitude of Van den Berghe's patients in the clinical 
encounter.43 3 

Patients'' expectations were very varied. Some patients, having been 
medicallyy disappointed in the past, did not expect Van den Berghe to relieve 
them,, although they hoped sincerely that he could. Was this a general distrust 

422 Hilary Marland and Marijke Gijswijt-Hofstra have pointed out recently that knowledge on 
childrenn as patients or the history of the sick child is still rather limited. Hilary Marland and 
Marijkee Gijswijt-Hofstra, 'Introduction: Cultures of Child Health in Britain and the 
Netherlandss in the Twentieth Century', in: Marijke Gijswijt-Hofstra and Hilary MaTland 
(eds.),, Cultures of Child Health in Britain and the Netherlands in the Twentieth Century 
(Amsterdamm etc.: Rodopi, 2003), 7-30, q.v. 8. 
433 This has been stated in several researches on patient-doctor interaction. For the 
historiographyy on patient-doctor interaction see Chapter 6, paragraph 4. 
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orr lack of belief in the abilities of medical science and/or did many patients 
onlyy have a littl e knowledge of the principles of homoeopathy? Were they 
consultingg Van den Berghe because of an interest in a holistic natural life-style, 
orr were they searching merely for the least harsh or harmful, the cheapest 
easiestt applicable or nearest accessible treatment? 

Thee task of conveying patients' concepts, expectations and behaviour 
aboutt illness, health and healing, the true heart of patients' history from below, 
entailss a challenge. However, the personal experiences with illness and 
homoeopathyy of nineteenth-century Ghent sufferers can be reconstructed to a 
certainn extent. It can be done, firstly, by presenting individual accounts of men 
andd women on health-related issues. Secondly, by revealing their explanations 
forr illness and their expressions of anxiety. And, thirdly, by reviewing patients' 
bodyy perceptions and their mental strength or sensibility. 
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